South Asian Englishes: Current Research Directions (SAECRD)
19th to 23rd December 2016
Topics:
Postcolonial Englishes: theoretical framework
Indian English: past, present, and future
Corpus linguistic research methods
Developing a research project
South Asian Englishes: the state of the art
South Asian Englishes and Indian English as the regional ‘epicentre’

Who should attend the course...
Ph. D./M.Phil scholars working in the area of English language studies
Investigators of UGC Major/Minor Research Project in the areas of Variational /Corpus Linguistics
Colleagues in colleges & university departments who teach English Linguistics

The participation fees for taking the course is as follows:
College/University faculty: Rs. 2000.00
Participants from abroad: US $100.00
M.Phil/ Ph. D. Students: Rs. 1000.00
M.A Students: NIL
*50 Seats Only
*The fees includes course material and use of computer for tutorial and assignment.
*The participants will be provided with accommodation (if available) on payment basis. Request for hostel accommodation may be submitted by sending a mail at gian.saecrd@gmail.com
*Last date for registration: 11 December 2016

How to apply:
The applicants should register at GIAN site and apply in the application form available on GIAN site or the form attached with this poster mentioning the GIAN registration number in the subject line. Applicants can visit GIAN site at the following link http://www.gian.iitkgp.ac.in

Mode of payment:
Demand draft drawn in favour of “Finance & Accounts Officer, University of Mumbai” payable at Mumbai, is to be sent to the Course Coordinator at the address given below:

Course Coordinator:
Sachin Ramesh Labade
Assistant Professor
Department of English,
University of Mumbai, Santacruz (E), Mumbai-98
Email: sachin.labade@english.mu.ac.in | Number: +91 8454855949
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Dr. Lange made significant contribution with her monograph *The Syntax of Spoken Indian English* (2012). Focus marking, Grammaticalization, Reflexivity and Intensifications have been special areas in Dr. Lange's research on Post colonial Englishes in general and Indian English in particular. Her research work has been a close critique of the expansion of the non-native Englishes from norms to standardization. Moreover Dr. Lange encourages computational techniques such as concordance software in linguistic research. Introduction to Corpus Linguistics and New Englishes are among the frequently offered courses by Dr. Lange to the research students. Dr. Lange's more than ten years of association with premier Indian universities and linguistic plurality gives her the benefit of engaging Indian researchers and students more pragmatically.
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